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2018 Dragon Award winner for Best Graphic Novel!A brand new saga of magic and adventure
by #1 New York Times best-selling author Brandon Sanderson.On the planet of Taldain, the
legendary Sand Masters harness arcane powers to manipulate sand in spectacular ways. But
when they are slaughtered in a sinister conspiracy, the weakest of their number, Kenton,
believes himself to be the only survivor. With enemies closing in on all sides, Kenton forges an
unlikely partnership with Khriss -- a mysterious Darksider who hides secrets of her own.White
Sand brings to life a crucial, unpublished part of Brandon Sanderson’s sprawling Cosmere
universe. The story has been adapted by Rik Hoskin (Mercy Thompson), with art by Julius
Gopez and colors by Ross Campbell. Employing powerful imagery and Sanderson’s celebrated
approach to magical systems, White Sand is a spectacular new saga for lovers of fantasy and
adventure.

"An accurate and well-rounded account of an important historical event. A focus on the Wright
Brothers as children also makes the characters more relatable for the target audience.
Recommended to YAs as well as myriad adult readers of YA lit." -- Library Journal"Helfand
keeps the brothers from seeming like mythical figures by showing their failures, but he also
shows that those failures were a source of motivation, not merely frustration, which is what
makes the Wright brothers’ story so inspiring. And their story doesn’t end with their triumphant
flight. Helfand follows through with the rest of their lives, so readers learn what happened next
and how the brothers were not able to rest on their laurels, but had to keep fighting to keep their
work from being forgotten or overshadowed. One particularly nice touch is that the roles of
women in their lives were highlighted. Their mother Susan passed down to them them her
aptitude with machines and their sister Katharine was a constant source of support throughout
their lives. . . . Banerjee’s soft colors and gentle lines give the right historical flavor to the
drawings and his character designs are always clear enough for readers to follow easily. As with
all Campfire titles, there are extras in the back–in this case factoids about the history of flight and
a crossword puzzle, a nice touch for classroom use." -- School Library Journal"I found The
Wright Brothers fascinating. Whilst the focus of the book is, of course, on the invention and
development of powered and controlled flight, Lewis Helfand and Sankha Banerjee show us that
the lives of the Wright brothers were every bit as interesting as the contribution they made to
history. The story is skilfully told, giving the reader an understanding not just of what the Wrights
did but of who they were; and the deftly sensitive - and beautifully coloured - illustrations
communicate a real sense of both character and period. Books that - to quote Lord Reith –
‘inform, educate and entertain,’ as this one does are to be prized. Young readers will be both
captivated and inspired by the lives of the Wright brothers, and that can only be a good thing."



— Armadillo"...a well presented and thought out account, leaving the reader wanting to explore
more about some of the events described."— School Librarian"I highly recommend Campfire’s
comics. They do what they are intended to do and do it in a way that excites kids about classic
literature."— Chris Wilson, The Graphic Classroom (a resource for teachers and
librarians)About the AuthorLewis Helfand was born on April 27, 1978 in Philadelphia. With a
political science degree and a passion for comic books, Lewis's first comic book was Wasted
Minute, the story of a world without crime where superheroes are forced to work regular jobs.
With the first issue well received, he was soon collaborating with other artists and released four
more issues over the next few years.Lewis continues to work as a freelance writer and reporter
for a number of national print and online publications.
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Arcanum Unbounded: The Cosmere Collection



Gary Taylor, “Arrived in really great shape. it took a while, but when we got it, it was in great
shape. good shipping.”

Matthew Ries, “The Sanderson Style in a Different Format. The desert planet of Taldain is locked
between two suns so that that with one side is constantly in light and the other in constant
darkness with powerful magic apparently only occurring amongst the sands on the dayside. The
first volume of Brandon Sanderson’s White Sand graphic novel trilogy is an introduction to a new
world of the Cosmere and another unique magic system.Kenton, a weak but skilled sand
master, tries to earn a higher-ranking position in the guild of sand masters by running the
Mastrell's Path, despite the disapproval of his father, the Lord Mastrell. The day after Kenton
proves himself on the Path, the sand masters gather for a ceremony where new rank
advancements will be granted. One man, Drile, is demoted for having attempted to sell out
himself and others as mercenaries. Just as Kenton is grudgingly granted the highest rank, his
father is shot with an arrow, and an army of Kerztian warriors attacks. The sand masters, being
surprised and unprepared, are soundly defeated. Just before his death, the Lord Mastrell
unleashes a wave of power that leaves Kenton buried beneath the sand. After waking, Kenton is
joined by Khrissalla, Baon, and two Darkside professors who are lost. They are searching for
information about Khriss' late fiancé and the "sand mages" he sought. On the way to the nearest
city, they are attacked by a small group of Kerztian warriors. Kenton's sand mastery suddenly
proves to be inaccessible, but Baon drives the warriors away with his gun. Upon arriving in
Kezare, Kenton's powers return with greater strength than ever, and he stands before the
Taishin, who plan to disband the Diem of sand masters. He is granted the position of acting Lord
Mastrell and is given two weeks to convince the Taishin otherwise. Kenton returns to the Diem
and drives away the rebellious Drile, who Kenton believes was responsible for betraying the
sand masters to the Kerztians. Elsewhere, Trackt Ais works to catch a crime lord, Sharezan,
amid threats to her family. The Lady Judge meets with Ais and asks her to spy on Kenton.
Meanwhile, Khriss inadvertently locates Loaten, an infamous Darksider, in her search for
information. He offers little direct help but sets her on a path to meet with the leaders in the city.
Ignorant of the role of the sand masters, and of Kenton's new station, she arrives at the Diem
just as Drile returns to do battle with Kenton.The story has all the hallmarks of Sanderson book
with excellent execution of character introduction and conflict amongst the important members
of the cast. The art of Julius Gopez and coloring of Ross A. Campbell bring this unique world
and environment alive very well. However, while the elements that makes Sanderson, well
Sanderson, are there the book also doesn’t feel like Sanderson. I do not want to blame
scriptwriter Rik Hoskin for this, the change of format to graphic novel from the usual book could
be the main factor and Hoskin could very well be the reason this story still reads like a
Sanderson story but there is a noticeable difference from other Sanderson works. The other



main issue I somewhat have is more biological than story, the color pigmentation of the
characters is reversed from what it should be given the planetary environment they are living in
unless there was a cosmic shift that changed things.White Sands Volume I is a wonderful
addition to Brandon Sanderson’s Cosmere and is given a unique place in it with the graphic
novel format. The art and color are amazing, yet the change from word medium to visual does
have an impact on how Sanderson’s style comes across. Overall a very good beginning with
story, characters, and atmosphere.”

Nicholas Norris, “Great Read. Great read, but the dichotomy of light and dark skin is superfluous.
I’m hoping the next book sheds some light on the decision.”

Denae C, “fun foray into the graphic medium. Reader thoughts: Battle is bloody. I don't think I
notice how much violence there is when I read, but seeing a page of dead people covered in
patches of red; you can't avoid it.I like the world and magic system (controlling sand, sand losing
power, recharged by the sun) and limitations (magic requires water, the world doesn't rotate or
have sunrises/sunsets) and people (the cultures are so fascinating when you can see the
outfits!). I like the plot, too (other than all the death).I would have appreciated seeing inside the
MC's head more, seeing his struggle and grief. I imagine he's nervous stepping into the
leadership role. I imagine he's panicking at the deadline and worrying about how he's going to
save his clan. I imagine this, but I don't know for sure. This makes him seem a bit more 2D to
me.A few times, in a new scene/place with new characters, I felt lost. Why was she chasing that
guy? Why did it matter? These are some of the rich ideas that could have been better in a
novel.Writer thoughts: I've never written a graphic novel, but I think I can speak to some of the
pros and cons. I know what elements are good for stories, and I can see which would benefit
and which would suffer.What do you LOSE by going from a novel to a graphic novel?The inner
dialogue is the biggest loss, I think. Especially since Sanderson writes such good inner conflict
and worries and ideas.We learn less background and other cultural ideas. Yes, we get to see the
differences between these people, but we don't learn their history or likes/dislikes unless they
actually talk about these things. Does that person have a family? Is that one desperate for a job?
Have those two been best friends since birth? There are still things I don't know about the MC,
about his childhood and motivations that I wish I knew.The non-visual senses are neglected.
Sound is conveyed as well as it can be, but I found it unnatural. I finally decided the "ba-bump" in
a black background was a heartbeat, not someone getting slowly beaten to death. There was no
smell or taste at all, that I remember. It is also hard to know whether something you see is cold,
hard, rough, or sticky. Pure text sometimes skips these, too, but not completely.Flow feels more
interrupted in this form. Yes, I have read fewer than a dozen graphic novels in my life, but my
sense is that the flow is interrupted just slightly with each scene change. It felt like the story was
chopped into tiny pieces rather than it all blending together.What do you GAIN?Do I need to say
it? Pictures! A graphic novel is very visual. It could not be an audiobook. With a graphic novel,



the reader can see the costumes, the danger of the sharp teeth, the majesty of a throne room,
and even accents. That's right, the way people speak (their emphases, accents, language, and
loudness) can be conveyed in color and font in a graphic novel.I read this much faster than I
would have had the story been a regular book. It took me around two hours to finish the graphic
novel, whereas most Sanderson books take me closer to ten. The author doesn't have to waste
time on descriptions. The sand/cliffs/monster/room is visible in the panel on the page! You also
don't need "he said" or "he jumped," because it's clear who is speaking, and it's clear what
they're doing.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good read. Interesting story, good art side, strong characters. I like it.
What Kenton will do next? Will he find true traitor? Will sand masters survive?”

regank87, “Different media, same great story.. I am a huge Sanderson fan and enjoyed the story.
Its is only volume 1 so therefore not the complete story but it gives you a good flavour of what is
to come. Great graphics and having read a sample of the text for the book very true to
Sanderson's work. With my knowledge of the wider Cosmere the illustration of Sand Mastery is
bang on what you would expect, it also helps me visualise Stormlight, breath, Dor and
Mistwalking better.”

The book by Brandon Sanderson has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 1,410 people have provided
feedback.
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